A gene regulatory network (GRN) represents a set of genes and its regulatory interactions. The inference of the regulatory interactions between genes is usually carried out using an appropriate mathematical model and the available gene expression profile. Among the various models proposed for GRN inference, our recently proposed Michaelis-Menten based ODE model provides a good trade-off between the computational complexity and biological relevance. This model, like other known GRN models, also uses an evolutionary algorithm for parameter estimation. Considering various issues associated with such population based stochastic optimization approaches (e.g. diversity, premature convergence due to local optima, accuracy, etc.), it becomes important to seed the initial population with good individuals which are closer to the optimal solution. In this paper, we exploit the inherent strength of principal component analysis (PCA) in a novel manner to initialize the population for GRN optimization. The benefit of the proposed method is validated by reconstructing in silico and in vivo networks of various sizes. For the same level of accuracy, the approach with PCA based initialization shows improved convergence speed.
Introduction
Cells are the basic structural, functional and biological building blocks of all living organisms. Cellular activities are the results of various biochemical reactions which are catalyzed by enzymes. Proteins, which include all enzymes, are synthesized by ribosomes by decoding the mRNA expressed by genes. Expression of a gene is regulated by several proteins that are essentially gene products. If regulation is such that the presence of a protein activates the expression of a gene, the regulation is called activation. On the other hand, if the regulation is to deactivate the expression of a gene, it is called inhibition. A gene regulatory network (GRN) represents a number of genes interacting in this manner. Gene expression dataset usually comprises the expression levels of the genes as a timeseries.
The GRN reconstruction process identifies the regulatory arcs existing between genes from the gene expression data. The key components of the reconstruction process is a model and a method of learning parameters of the model. GRN models proposed in the past range from simple linear models such as Boolean networks (Kauffman 1969) and Bayesian networks (Friedman et al. 2000a, b) to complex nonlinear ordinary differential equation (ODE) models such as S-system (Maki et al. 2001 (Maki et al. , 2002 Chowdhury et al. 2012) . Models with time-delays (Chowdhury et al. 2013; Xiao and Cao 2008; Cao and Ren 2008; He and Cao 2008; Wang et al. 2010; Hu et al. 2013 ) are also proposed for GRNs.
Among the various models proposed in literature for GRN inference, nonlinear ODE models have been considered better fitting the biological nature of the system. Such models use evolutionary optimization algorithm for the estimation of parameters. Since the initialization of population affects the convergence speed and quality of the optimized network using evolutionary algorithms, several heuristics have been proposed in literature for the improvement of accuracy and acceleration of convergence speed (Ramsey and Grefenstette 1993; Maaranen 2004; Rahnamayan et al. 2007; de Melo and Delbem 2012; Pant et al. 2009; Ali et al. 2013) . The generation of a suitable initial population is a major concern in stochastic optimization based GRN reconstruction methods. To address this issue, in this paper, we propose a population initialization method based on principal component analysis of gene expression data. The suitability of the method is demonstrated using Michaelis-Menten decoupled model (MMD-GRN), a nonlinear ODE model for GRN reconstruction proposed in Youseph et al. (2015a) . As the parameter estimation of the decoupled model is computationally faster than that of the coupled (MMC-GRN) (Youseph et al. 2015b) , we have chosen MMD-GRN model for demonstration.
In computational biology, PCA has already been used for various applications. Some of the key applications, for example, are clustering of genes from the gene expression data (Quackenbush 2001) , metabolic profiling by metabolic phenotype clustering from metabolite data (Fiehn et al. 2000) , visualizing trajectories of gene expression profiles during different cellular processes (Huang et al. 2005) , visualization of gene clusters by compression (Dougherty et al. 2002) , studying trends of gene expressions across samples (Riesewijk et al. 2003) , etc. Even though the above mentioned applications have vindicated the linearization of a biological system through PCA, however, to the best of our knowledge, no work has so far been carried out in the application of PCA in genetic network reconstruction. There are two issues with regard to using PCA in GRN inference. First, PCA treats the whole dataset as observations obtained from a linear system which is incorrect for any biological system (including GRN) since these systems are highly non-linear. Second, PCA transforms the data into PC-subspace and the output matrices give information on two types of connections: (1) connectivity between the original and transformed variables and (2) between the transformed variables themselves. However, in contrast, in GRN inference, the objective is to identify the regulations of a gene by exploiting the connections between the genes (original variables) themselves.
To address the above mentioned issues, we extend the dynamic application of PCA for GRN modeling, as reported in Bankó et al. (2011) , by segmentation of microarray data. The segmentation method ensures that the non-linear biological system can be approximated as linear system, for the short time duration of each segment. To infer the regulations eventually, after applying PCA on each segment, we consider the resulting PC-variables as the states of a state space model, which is a popular linear model in GRN inference. The regulation matrices obtained in each segment are used for generation of the population that is adequate for MMD-GRN model optimization. In brief, we enhance the conventional optimization of the Michaelis-Menten-GRN model by initialization of its population based on PCA.
The effectiveness of the proposed Michaelis-Menten decoupled GRN model with PCA based initialization, referred as MMP-GRN is validated using datasets from the various networks of different sizes. The accuracy of the networks optimized are evaluated in terms of the wellknown performance metrics, i.e., sensitivity, specificity, precision and F-score. The speed of inference is measured in terms of simulation time and the number of required function evaluations. The proposed MMP-GRN approach not only produces equal or better accuracy than MMD-GRN, but also shows a significantly reduced computational time.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The preliminaries of PCA and state space modeling are described in Sect. 2. The details of the proposed MMP-GRN approach are explained in Sect. 3. Then, the experimental results for MMP-GRN are presented in Sect. 4. Finally, the conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
Preliminaries

Principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is one of the widely used statistical methods in dimensionality reduction. PCA carries out a linear transformation of data and projects the data into a much lowerdimensional subspace than the original space.
The classical PCA procedure, considering the whole microarray dataset together is described next. Let X be a (Fig. 1) .
State space modeling
Linear State Space Models (SSM), also called Dynamic Linear Models, are commonly used for modeling dynamical systems. SSM considers the system as being governed by a number of hidden factors, called 'states'. The state space models have two model equations: (1) state and (2) observation equations. Observations are the output or measured variables of the system and states are the hidden factors governing the system. The SSM equations in continuous time are as follows.
The state equation,
and the observation equation,
Here, x is the state vector comprising state variables; u is the input vector consisting of input variables; y is the output vector; n is the number of state variables; p is the number of input variables; q is the number of output variables; A is the state matrix, also called system matrix; B is the input or control matrix; C is the output matrix and D is the feedforward matrix. A generalized model considers all these matrices as time-variants. To account for the system noise and measurement noise, a noise-term can be added in both the equations. In many cases, the system doesn't have a direct feedthrough and D is a zero matrix.
No external input to the system is considered in SSM based GRN modeling and hence B is also a zero matrix. In discrete time, the SSM equations can be expressed as follows.
where, x t is the state at time t, F is the state transition matrix, H is the observation matrix, u t and y t are the input and output at time t, respectively. The number of states are unknown in the commonly used state-space models for GRN inference. Such models consider different number of states and decide the optimal number of states based on various evaluation criteria. In a GRN model, the gene expression data is considered the output. In a simple SSM with no input and noise, the identification provides the matrix F which indicates the relation between the current state and previous states and the matrix H which indicates the relation between current outputs and current states. However, in GRN inference, the relationship between output variables themselves is to be exploited. A series of matrix operations are proposed in literature to arrive at the GRN structure from the identified matrices (Kojima et al. 2012; Yoshida et al. 2005 ).
The GRN model
We consider the MMD-GRN model that we proposed in Youseph et al. (2015b) . The model equation is as follows.
Here, y i is the expression level of gene-i, a i and b i , respectively are the maximum rate and self decay rate of mRNA expressed by gene-i. d ij indicates the existence and sign of any regulation from gene-j to gene-i and K ij is the Michaelis-Menten constant corresponding to the regulation, if exists, from gene-j to gene-i.
An ODE based nonlinear model frequently used in GRN modeling is S-system. Parameter estimation of this model is also carried out using stochastic search based optimization algorithms. Hence, we also evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed initialization method on S-system. The model equation is the following.
where, y i is the expression level of gene-i, N is the total number of genes in the network, a i and b i are the kinetic rate constants of production and degradation, respectively of gene-i. The exponents g 0 ij and h 0 ij represent the type and strength of the regulation from gene-j to gene-i in production and degradation phases, respectively. 
Optimization algorithm
A variant of differential evolution (DE), trigonometric differential evolution (TDE) is applied for estimation of the parameters. In addition to the mutation, cross over and selection operators of DE, a trigonometric mutation operation (TMO) (Fan and Lampinen 2003) is applied in TDE.
PCA based population generation
The data being used for population generation is the timeseries gene expression data. The proposed population generation method consists of the following steps: (1) segmentation of the data into locally linear windows of short time-periods, (2) inference of regulations from each segment using PCA and SSM and (3) generation of population adequate for MMD-GRN model optimization from the inferred regulations. The following sections present detailed descriptions of these steps.
Dynamic principal component analysis (DPCA)
The method of PCA assumes the system to be linear and represents the observations as a linear combination of a few number of variables, 'principal components'. However, biological systems are nonlinear in nature. To address this issue, we segment the time-series data into several segments of short time period and carry out the PCA in each segment separately. For a nonlinear dynamic system, the linear assumption is valid if the observations under consideration are for a small time interval. A random segmentation is prone to produce segments violating significantly to the linear approximation. However, a systematic segmentation proposed in Bankó et al. (2011) can ensure that each segment is locally linear or the deviation of the system process in each segment from linearity is negligible.
Segmentation of the time-series data
As biological systems are nolinear and dynamic, the system behavior is not uniform with respect to time. When any disturbance or input is introduced, the system behavior changes abruptly and gradually comes to a steady state. So, the segmentation of time-series data into a fixed number of segments of equal length will be erroneous. It is essential to segment the data by assessing the system behavior in each segment. For this reason, the system response is assessed using a PCA based cost function as in Bankó et al. (2011) . The segmentation process is formulated as an optimization problem where the 'cost of merging' is minimized (Bankó et al. 2011) . The cost can be based on Hotelling's T 2 statistics or Q reconstruction error whose description is given below:
1. Hotelling's T 2 statistics T 2 statistic is a measure of the spread of data in the PCsubspace, in other words, variation within the PCA model. Lesser the T 2 value, the lesser the variation of data is. Let Y M ðkÞ 2 R MÂ1 be the observation at k th time point for the new variables corresponding to the principal components where, M is the number of principal components considered. The Hotelling's T 2 statistics is defined as:
2. Q reconstruction error (E Q ) Q error or Q statistic is a measure of the fitness of data to the PCA-model or PC-subspace. The lesser the Q error, the better the model fitness. This is the squared Euclidean distance between the original data point and its reconstructed value using only the first Principal Component (PC). Let XðkÞ 2 R NÂ1 be the observations in the original variables at k th time point andXðkÞ be its reconstructed value using the first PC. The Q error (E Q ) is define as:
The cost can be formulated as follows.
where, S i is i th segment of the data which spans from the p th i time sample to the q th i time sample and l(k) can be either T 2 ðkÞ or E Q ðkÞ. Keogh et al. (2001) grouped the segmentation algorithms into three categories as follows.
1. Sliding windows The segmentation algorithm considers the first sample as the first segment and the segment is allowed to grow by adding adjacent samples until a fixed error bound exceeds. Then, the next sample is taken as the next segment and the process is repeated until all samples are processed. 2. Top-down The whole time-series data is regarded as one segment. The segmentation algorithm keeps splitting it based on the minimum cost and the process is continued until the defined stopping criterion is met. 3. Bottom-up Each sample represents a segment. the costs of merging each pair of adjacent segments are calculated and the segments with the minimum merging cost are merged. This process is continued until the defined stopping criterion is met.
Through the experiments carried out on diverse datatypes, Keogh et al. (2001) illustrated that the bottom-up approach is the best suited method for offline segmentation. Therefore, we use the bottom-up approach for the segmentation of our proposed method introduced in this paper. The detailed algorithm for the segmentation method is given in Algorithm 1. The algorithm keeps track of the indices of starting and ending sample of each segment. As bottom-up approach is implemented, the algorithm begins by treating each sample as a separate segment and the costs of merging for each pair of adjacent samples are calculated (Steps 1 and 2). Merging begins with the pair having the lowest merging cost and recalculation of costs and further merging continues until the minimum merging cost exceeds a user-defined threshold, namely maxerror (Steps 3 to 20).
Lower the value of maxerror, higher the extent of linearity achieved by Algorithm 1. Therefore, maxerror makes a trade-off between the number of segments and the extent of linearity achieved by Algorithm 1. 
5:
Merge the k th segment with the (k + 1) th segment. 6:
end for 11:
Recalculate Cost(k − 1), the merging cost of (k − 1) th segment with the k th segment using the equation defined in (9). 12:
Recalculate Cost(k), the merging cost of k th segment with the (k + 1) th segment using the equation defined in (9). 13:
Cost(j) ← Cost(j + 1). 15:
end for 16: 
Inference of genetic regulations
Once the segmentation is carried out, we apply PCA in each segment of the data. PCA provides the scores and the loadings after transformation. We propose to use the principal components as the states of a state space model. The scores of the PCA (See Z defined in Step 7 of the classical PCA procedure described in Sect. 2.1), the observations in the PC-subspace, provide the values of states at different instances of time. From the state transition matrix and the output matrix, we find the connections between the output variables themselves.
Derivation of regulation matrix
The matrix of all regulatory connections between all genes is derived using PCA and SSM. The segmentation algorithm described in Algorithm 1 divides the time-series data into several segments. PCA is applied in each of the segments. Let us consider, for the simplicity of notations, the whole data as a segment. So, the data in the one and only segment is X NÂT , the expression of N genes at T time instances. PCA carried out on the matrix X transforms the data into a space of M dimensions where, M is the number of principal components considered and M minðN; TÞ.
Let the score matrix of PCA be xð1Þ xð2Þ Á Á Á xðTÞ ½ where, xðiÞ is a vector of M dimensions. The new dimensions (PCs) are regarded as the states and as mentioned before, F is the state matrix. It may be noted that in an SSM, states are usually hidden variables and as such the values are unknown. However, here we already have the values of states at all time points under consideration. Now, the state equation can be expressed as:
The matrix form of the above equation to include all time points is the following:
The observation equation can be expressed using the output matrix H as follows:
where, yðtÞ is the expression data of N genes at t th time point. Rewriting the equation in matrix form is as follows:
Defining new matrices for clarity of derivations: 
Rewriting the state equation [Eq. (11)] using the above defined matrices:
System matrix, F can be estimated by solving the above equation in least-squares sense as (Gentle 2007) :
Rewriting the observation equation (Eq. (13)) using the matrices defined in Eq. (14):
The solution for H in least-squares sense is as follows:
From Eq. (15) Combining the above two equations,
In matrix form, the above equation can be rewritten as follows:
From Eq. (17),
Therefore,
As Eq. (26) relates the current observation vector with the previous observation vector, the elements of the matrix W provide information about the regulations between the genes. A zero value of Wði; jÞ indicates absence of any regulations from gene-j to gene-i, a positive value of Wði; jÞ means activation of gene-j by gene-i and a negative value of Wði; jÞ indicates that gene-i inhibits gene-j. To avoid false regulations, a threshold is set, below which Wði; jÞ is considered to be zero. The detailed algorithm of inferring regulations using PCA and SSM is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Inferring regulations using PCA and SSM Require: X -the time-series data of N genes and T samples, a k , b k -the indices of the first and last samples, respectively, of k th segment. Ensure: Ψ , the regulation matrix, the sign and magnitude, respectively, of Ψ (i, j) implies the type and strength, respectively, of regulation from gene-j to gene-i. 
27: for i = 1 to N do 28: The PCA is carried out on the segmented data and the PCA scores are calculated (Steps 2 to 7). The PC-axes are moved in the PC-subspace to ensure the scores are nonnegative (Steps 9 to 16). The scores are assigned as the state variables of the system and the system and observation matrices are calculated from the states and observations (Steps 17 to 23). The regulation matrix is calculated from the system and observation matrices (Step 24). The mean (l) and standard deviation (r) of the absolute regulatory weights are calculated (Steps 25 and 26). Assuming normal distribution of the regulations, 84% of the regulatory weights are expected to be above (l À r). We have set this value (l À r) as the threshold below which the regulations are ignored (Steps 27 to 33).
The regulation matrices derived from the segments using PCA and SSM are input to the initial population of the evolutionary optimization algorithm for parameter estimation. For Michaelis-Menten (MM) model that we proposed in Youseph et al. (2015a) , namely MMD-GRN defined in Eq. (5), the parameters that decide the regulatory type and strength from gene-j to gene-i are d ij and K ij , respectively. The regulatory strength is given by the weight function (w ij ) that is defined as:
where, y j is the average expression level of gene-j. As the value of W ij indicates the strength and type of regulation, if exists, from gene-j to gene-i, the value of W ij can be used to initialize the values for d ij and K ij . Equating W ij to w ij , the values of d ij and K ij can be initialized as follows:
Since from Eq. (27),
for a regulation, we can write K ij as:
The detailed procedure of initialization after deriving the regulation matrix, W is shown in Algorithm 3. Using each regulation matrix, N individuals of population to be used for N subproblems of network inference are generated. As presented in equations (28) and (29), for each value of W ij , values are assigned for both d ij and K ij (Steps 1 to 10).
Computational complexity analysis
For the sake of simplicity, in this section, the term complexity is used to represent computational complexity. For a dataset having N genes and T samples, considering the segment of L k length, the complexity of mean-centering (Step 2 of Algorithm 2) is OðL k Â NÞ. The complexity of finding the covariance matrix (Step 3) is OðN 2 Â L k Þ. For carrying out the eigen value decomposition (Steps 4 to 6), the complexity is OðN 2 Â MÞ (Demmel et al. 2007 ). To calculate the scores matrix, Z (Step 7), the complexity is OðM Â L k Â NÞ. The complexity of modifying scores to ensure non-negativity (Steps 9 to 16) is OðM Â L k Þ. As X1 and X2 are of dimensions M Â ðL k À 1Þ, the complexity of estimating the system matrix F (Step 22) is
The matrices Y3 and X3 are of dimensions N Â L k and M Â L k , respectively. Thus for finding the observation matrix H (Step 23), the complexity is
As H and F are of dimensions N Â M and M Â M, respectively, for finding the regulation matrix W (Step 24), the complexity is
Since W is an N Â N square matrix, the complexity of the postprocessing of obtained regulation matrix (Steps 25 to 33) is
The number of significant PCs, M will always be minðL k ; NÞ. Moreover, in real-life problems, the number of samples (T) in the time-series data is much less than the number of genes and for each segment, L k T. Assuming this, therefore, the complexity of Algorithm 2 can be regarded as OðL k N 2 Þ. The total number of segments is N S . As the segments are non-overlapping, P N S k¼1 L k ¼ T. Hence, the overall complexity can be written as OðTN 2 Þ.
Algorithm 3 Initializing population using regulation matrix, Ψ Require: Ψ ∈ R N ×N , the regulation matrix andȳ ∈ R N ×1 , the average levels of expression of N genes. Ensure: Ind 1 , Ind 2 , . . . , Ind N , the set of N individuals initialized, Ind i being a member of population used for inference of regulations of gene-i. 1: for i = 1 to N do 2:
for j = 1 to N do 3: For the MMD-GRN model, for a single function evaluation and for a single gene, the complexity is OðN 2 TÞ (Youseph et al. 2015a) . Considering N genes and an average of N f function evaluations required per gene, the overall complexity is OðN f N 3 TÞ. Since Algorithm 2 requires OðTN 2 Þ, the overall complexity of MMP-GRN is also OðN f N 3 TÞ. Therefore, both MMD-GRN and MMP-GRN are of the same complexity, OðN f N 3 TÞ. However, in MMP-GRN, the number of function evaluations required (N f ) is much less than that in MMD-GRN. This is because the initial population of MMP-GRN consists of near-optimal solutions, which makes it faster than MMD-GRN.
Results
The program was coded in MATLAB version 8 (R2012b) and executed in The Monash Campus Cluster (MCC). It may be noted that the matrices H > H, X1 > X1 and X2 > X2 could be singular. In such cases, the system can have multiple solutions. One of the popular approaches of finding one particular solution is to use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). In our analysis, we have used the function pinv of MATLAB for obtaining pseudoinverse and thus avoiding multiple solutions. For the purpose of evaluating the PCA-based population initialization, we have considered the widely used performance metrics, i.e., sensitivity, precision and F-score for the whole population generated using the proposed method as shown in Table 1 and have compared the results with those results obtained from a set of randomly generated populations. Random populations were generated by allowing random number of regulations for each gene with a limit of 7, a maximum indegree, typically considered in the GRN reconstruction domain. GRNs are sparse networks, i.e., the non-regulations are much more than the regulations in any given network. As specificity is the true negative rate, it is generally to be high even for random generations and hence is not compared. Following DREAM4 settings of GeneNetWeaver (Schaffter et al. 2011 ), a benchmarking software for generating realistic in-silico genetic networks, ten datasets of 21 samples each were generated for a tengene network. The above mentioned performance metrics are calculated for the initial population generated by the proposed method and a number of random initializations.
The results are shown in Table 1 . The sensitivity for the proposed method is much higher than any random generation, which means that most of the regulations are captured in the proposed initialization. The precision is always higher than any random generation, which means that more of the regulations predicted by the proposed method are true than of those in random generation. As both sensitivity and precision are superior, the harmonic mean of both, F-score is also better for the proposed method than any random generations. The comparison demonstrates that the population generation by the proposed method is always better than any random generation. As the initial population by the proposed method is always of better quality than any random population, the proposed method is expected to show its advantage in the final optimal solution and the convergence rate.
In silico network
Let us first consider a small in silico genetic network, shown in Fig. 2 , for experiments. This network has five genes and seven regulatory arcs. The gene expression datasets were generated using the Michaelis-Menten model. Following DREAM4 settings of GeneNetWeaver Table 2 The MMC-GRN model parameters used in data generation for the five-gene network Cognitive Neurodynamics (Schaffter et al. 2011) , ten datasets having 21 time samples each were generated. For generation of each dataset, a distinct set of initial conditions (mRNA concentrations) was provided. Needless to mention, the more the number of datasets and samples, the better the inference accuracy will be. The model parameters used for generation of datasets for the five-gene network are tabulated in Table 2 . The results produced using the five-gene network are shown in Table 3 . In addition to the well-known performance metrics, i.e. sensitivity, specificity, precision and Fscore, the computational speed is assessed in terms of average number of function evaluations required per gene (N f ). The first row in the table shows the results obtained for the proposed method with the Michaelis-Menten model, initialized with populations generated using PCA. The second row shows the results produced by MMD-GRN, the Michaelis-Menten model, with randomly initialized populations.
The same accuracy of 100% is achieved by the MMD-GRN model and MMP-GRN approach. However, the MMP-GRN approach has achieved this with a better computational speed. The average number of function evaluations required per gene (N f ) is reduced by 338 which accounts for approximately 2% reduction. The time required for simulation is 513.9 seconds for MMD-GRN and 498.4 seconds for MMP-GRN. The total simulation time is reduced by 15.5 seconds which account for approximately 3% improvement in time.
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed initialization method on other existing evolutionary algorithm based GRN inference methods, we have implemented the proposed method on iREGARD , an S-system based model using differential evolution (DE) algorithm for optimization. S-system model has a different set of parameters, as presented in Sect. 2.3, Eq. (6). In iREGARD, the matrix formed of h ij parameters is assumed to be a diagonal matrix. The same datasets were used for inference. One set of simulations were run using randomly initialized populations and the best values obtained for the performance metrics are presented in the last row of Table 3 . Another set of simulations were run using the populations initialized by the proposed method. The regulatory weights obtained using PCA based method are considered as the g ij parameter of the S-system model for initialization. The results obtained are presented in Table 3 where the method is noted as iREGARD-P. As proposed method compared to a random initialization. The simulation time is also reduced accordingly. Since the datasets were generated using Michaelis-Menten model, the values of the performance metrics are lower for iRE-GARD compared to Michaelis-Menten model. However, the higher values of sensitivity and F-score is obtained for iREGARD when PCA based population is used in initialization i.e., for iREGARD-P. A medium-scale synthetic network commonly used by S-system based GRN modelers (Chowdhury 2014; Noman 2007 ) is considered next and is shown in Fig. 3 . The network consists of 20 genes and 22 regulatory arcs.
Michaelis-Menten GRN model is used to generate gene expression data for the network, ten datasets of 21 samples each.
The best of the experimental results obtained are shown in Table 4 . Similar to the small network, the inference accuracy is retained, while improving the computational speed. The average number of function evaluations required per gene is reduced by 1489, accounting for approximately 2% reduction. The total simulation time is reduced by 13 minutes which accounts for approximately 3%.
IRMA-an in vivo network
We have also considered the real-life biological data from a subnetwork of yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, called Fig. 5 A 50-gene subnetwork of yeast generated by GeneNetWeaver (Schaffter et al. 2011) . Arrow-ended edges indicate activation and block-ended edges indicate inhibition (Cantone et al. 2009 ), shown in Fig. 4 . This is a network of five genes, namely CBF1, GAL4, SWI5, GAL80 and ASH1. Saccharomyces cerevisiae can grow on both glucose and galactose; the growth on galactose being more expensive than the growth on glucose. For this reason, the organism always prefers to use glucose for its growth if available (Bhat 2008) . However, if glucose is absent in the growth medium, yeast has to look for alternate sources of nutrition, for example, galactose. When galactose is the only available source for growth, yeast synthesizes enzymes that are necessary for the transport as well as metabolism of galactose, i.e., it switches 'ON' the system. Once the organism gets access to glucose, it switches 'OFF' the GAL genes. Cantone et al. (2009) generated datasets for both the conditions. (1) Switch 'ON': by growing the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae in a galactose-rich and glucose-absent medium and (2) switch 'OFF': by transferring the cultures being grown on galactose into a glucose medium. We reconstructed the IRMA network from both the datasets, 'ON' and 'OFF' by the proposed MMP-GRN approach. The experimental results in terms of performance metrics, computational complexity and total simulation time are shown in Table 5 . It may be noted that for both ON and OFF data, the proposed MMP-GRN approach reconstructs IRMA network with the same accuracy as MMD-GRN does. However, as expected, the inference by MMP-GRN is achieved in lesser time than MMD-GRN model.
50-gene subnetwork of yeast-an in silico network
We have considered here a subnetwork of Yeast, extracted using GeneNetWeaver. This is a highly sparse network, shown in Fig. 5 , having a total of 80 regulatory interactions among the genes. The datasets generated using DREAM4 settings by GeneNetWeaver were used to reconstruct the network using the proposed MMP-GRN approach. The performance metrics for MMP-GRN approach are compared with that for the MMD-GRN (Youseph et al. 2015b) in Table 6 . Although the improvement in accuracy of inference by MMP-GRN over MMD-GRN is limited, we note that the computational complexity is significantly reduced. This is because the average number of function evaluations required per gene is reduced by approximately 10%. The reduction in time for total simulations for a single run is 6.2 hours. In other words, MMP-GRN carries out the inference faster at an approximately 14% higher computational speed, even with the improvement of inference accuracy especially for sensitivity and F-score.
The real-life systems consist of thousands of genes and hence the benefit in terms of speed and accuracy that MMP-GRN bring in will be tremendous for real-world applications. For the time and resource constraints, we have restricted the application of the proposed method to medium scale networks. However, to indicate the benefit of speeding up the algorithm with larger network, we have plotted two graphs: (1) The average total simulation time required versus network size, shown in Fig. 6 and ( 2) The reduction in number of function evaluations required versus network size (See Fig. 7) . The plots were extrapolated upto a network size of 100 using cubic spline method.
The simulation time plot shows that the difference between MMP-GRN and MMD-GRN widens as the network size grows. This implies that the gain in time is huge for large-scale genetic networks. For an unbiased assessment, as an alternate demonstration of the improvement, the reduction in computational complexity in terms of reduction in number of function evaluations required is plotted for varying sizes of GRNs. Similar to the time plot, this plot also shows an exponential decrement of required function evaluations with increase in network size which further validates the advantage of the proposed MMP-GRN approach over MMD-GRN model. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a knowledge based population generation method using dynamic principal component analysis for genetic network optimization. The superiority of the population generated by the proposed method over any random initializations is demonstrated. The individuals generated for Michaelis-Menten model are used as the initial population of the evolutionary optimization algorithm for GRN inference. The novel MMP-GRN approach is applied for inferring real life and in-silico networks of various sizes. The computational efficiency is assessed in terms of number of function evaluations required and the simulation time. The results show that MMP-GRN approach provides better or equal accuracy and reduced computational complexity for all the networks tested. The reduction in required function evaluations with exponential nature with varying sizes of networks underpins the strength of the proposed method. Eventhough the effectiveness of the proposed initialization method has been demonstrated by embedding into MMD-GRN, it can be used in any GRN inference method with necessary adaptation.
